Individual Quiz — Random Module

Name: ______________________

Did you know that you ask python for help on functions? Here is the result of calling help on random.randint.

>>> help(random.randint)
Help on method randint in module random:

    randint(a, b) method of random.Random instance
        Return random integer in range [a, b], including both end points.

Which one is the correct way to implement the cast of a normal 6-face die? The result is a random integer in {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Mark the correct answer.

□ def die:
    return random.randint(0, 6)

□ def die:
    return random.randint(0, 7)

□ def die:
    return random.randint(1, 6)

□ def die:
    return random.randint(1, 7)